
Sept 30 - Oct 4 Radio-1  
 
Radio 1-Unit 5:  News Announce- Summary:  Learn how to write a News Script for WPHS. 
This will include the Metrosource interface, marking a script, adapting non-rip-and-read sources, 
and tips for a successful newscast.  Writing a News Script for WPHS (Metrosource).  Video that 
explains the step-by-step of using the Newsroom (SOP) and doing a news shift. 
 
Mon -Review Test Data (Post Test on Tuesday) 

-Discuss and Rookie Format News (HB, pgs 51-52) and  
what must be included.  Show how to use MetroSource site  
for culling stories.    All of this will be on FRIDAY’s  
TEST... 

-Homework:  
1.  Bring in either a newspaper article or a web  
article for tomorrow (check in for a grade) in prep for  
Adapt-A-Story CANNOT BE FROM BROADCAST  
SOURCE, at least 5 paragraphs.  
2.  If you missed them, Watch videos (pt 1 & 2) and study  
for TEST TUESDAY, STUDIO A RE-TEST/Unit 4  
(www.mrolstyn.weebly.com) 

-DJ Practice Script Due Friday 
and News script the day before you do your news shift. 

 
Tues -Attendance and Bellwork 

-Check in homework (article) for grade.  You will still need this  
article, so even if you forgot, bring one in! 

-Unit 4 RE-Test 
-“How to Write for News Radio” (HB pgs- 49-50) 
-Homework:  Adapt-A-Story, due Mon (put on projector) 

1.  Using your selected print article (and the handout), you  
will rewrite your news story in radio broadcast style. 
2.  All stories must be typed 
3.  Include: Your name, date, and hour 
4.  Staple print story to the back of your rewrite 
5.  Story will be performed and turned in starting tomorrow 
6.  If you don’t have tomorrow, grade drops by 30%  

automatically 
 

Wed -Attendance and Bellwork:  Close and Critical Reading  
 
Thurs Class Time to work on:  

-DJ Scripts 
-Adapt a Story 
-News Script (if you’re doing news next week) 

 

http://www.mrolstyn.weebly.com/


Fri -Attendance and Bellwork 
-Take notes and watch video:  Newsroom (will be on Mon’s test) 

https://vimeo.com/75828944 
-Have photos of all parts of the news ready to go for post-video  

discussion 
-Homework:  Adapt-A-Story, DUE MON.  If you don’t 

have tomorrow, grade drops by 30% automatically 
 
Thursday, 10/8/2015 -Attendance and Bellwork 

-Adapt-A-Story: (give a copy of original and new story to me)  
read out loud, critique and grade as we go along (anyone  
that is called upon and missing, -30%) 

-Review for tomorrow’s test 
 
Friday, 10/9/2015 -Attendance and Bellwork 

-Refresh/Rev 
-Test on Unit 5: News Announce 
-Present Adapt-A-Story: critique and grade as we go along 

(anyone that is called upon and missing, gets a 0) 


